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Sheepyards



LOADING RAMPS
6m and 8m permanent or mobile 
heavy duty loading ramps with 
sheeted sides, walkway and 
handrail. A 6m light duty loading 
ramp is available and ute ramps 
with removable sides for easy 
storage.

WOOLSHED RAMP
Made to suit your woolshed 
door dimensions using 
galvanised sheet to prevent 
sheep baulking. 

ATLEX STOCKYARDS has 
unrivalled industry experience and 
product development. We will work 
with you to determine what design 
options and features will work best for 
you – both now and into the future.

INNOVATIVE 
FEATURES SMOOTH TOP  

WORKING RACE
Prevents drench or jetting hoses 
snagging on posts or pulling 
hose off backpack. Standard 
width 600mm. Double working 
race option with or without walk 
down middle.

360 Degree Gate Hinge
Gates create flexibility – but a 360-degree 
hinge alleviates stress.  Gate sits flush 
against either side of fence, preventing 
sheep from wedging behind an open gate.

Covered Working Area
We can design your yards to be 
completely covered – or just the 
working area – to create flexibility in all 
seasons and hours.

Toe Recess
Sheep raised to comfortable working 
height. Toes sit under race to reduce 
strain on your back.

Hawker Tip Swing Block Gate
Quickly blocks draft or working race. 
Swings back neatly and sits flush along-
side race so it’s out of the way. No chains 
or catches!

Safety Manways with Dog Flap
No more climbing or jumping, making 
it easier and safer for people and dogs. 
Our biggest feedback from customers? 
That we didn’t add more manways!

Adjustable Tapered Drafting Race
Prevent sheep turning and ability to dou-
ble drafting speed– or slow if necessary. 
3300mm length x 600mm width (can 
taper to 200mm). Draft gates with bent 
handles prevent hands slamming.

Helping Australian farmers make stockwork quicker, easier and safer since 1984 atlex.com.au | 1800 805 292

 “Stock work is physically draining but with the correct layout, 50% of the work is done” 
- Tom Murdoch, Beckham, NSW
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We travel to you!
Nothing beats seeing a site with our own eyes and listening  
to you face-to-face to truly understand your needs.  
Like a kitchen, no two sites or sets of stockyards are the same!

It’s a collaborative process! 
It’s better to make a mistake on paper than in practice.  We work  
within your parameters and draw on our experience to provide you  
with options.  You may wish to stage your project – or incorporate  
existing holding yards to make it more cost-effective.

We incorporate innovative stockhandling solutions! 
We have unrivalled industry experience and product development. 
Atlex developed the concept of on property design, adjustable 
tapered drafting race, manways and 360-degree hinges. Pipe or 
oval rail available.  We make provision for existing and future 
stockhandling equipment, such as autodrafters  
or weighing equipment.

We support you from start to finish! 
From personalised on-property design, to site prepara-
tion and construction guidance, and personal follow-up  
service including five-year warranty, we are with you 
every step of the way.

Stockwork is in our blood! 
Ian Crafter and Tom Austin, our Senior  
Stockyard Designers, both grew up on sheep  
and cattle grazing properties, and continue  
to run sheep today.
 
Your stockyards will last  
50 years!
We only use the best heavy-duty 
galvanised steel and materials to 
ensure your yards will last the 
distance.

“It’s been  
extraordinary  

to see the lift in  
everyone’s enthusiasm 

for sheep work!” Digby 
Stretch, Kojonup, WA

“It means we can do all the jobs  
that we want to do rather than  

the jobs that just need to be done.” 
Jeff Stoney, Gnowellen, WA 

“We did not imagine the investment 
in Atlex yards would have such a big 

impact on our operation. Working with 
sheep is now an absolute pleasure. No 

stress, more efficient and every operation 
is completed in much less time.” 

Bert Woolford, Kimba, SA

“Atlex has been great to work with.  
Lots of ideas and suggestions, high  

quality product and speedy completion.  
I am now much happier knowing my 

family and our sheep are much safer 
when doing sheep work”   

Sam Dohle, Tahara, VIC

“They just flow so well. We used to 
force them forward all the time.  They 

hated it. The time of day had to be 
right. The shadows had to be right. 

Everything had to be right. And now, 
they just run.”  

Craig Needs, Lameroo, SA
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Ask about our custom-designed cattleyard brochure too!

WHY 
ATLEX?


